








EC in Kendo1 
Source: Budo-Sport 1974 issue no. 2 – Translated by Hans Lundberg 

Kurihara, national coach in kendo, Åke Hallin tour manager as well as the competitors Anders Markie 

and Leif Hurtig from Stockholms Studenters Budoklubb, Roland Eriksson from Södra Judoklubben, I 

Stockholm, Torsten Ryman from Lidingö Budoklubb, Lars Kumlin och Roland Laurent from Järfälla 

Budoklubb travelled from Gothenburg to England on the 9th of April. The reason being to compete in 

the kendo EC in London. 

The training session on the boat deck during the boat passage raised general excitement and gave 

many PR2 opportunities. The hotel in London was new and really comfortable. 

The training sessions scheduled for Good Friday and Saturday did not come about as they should 

have. The training on Friday was a two-hour journey from the hotel, which was not made evident by 

received documents, therefore several teams arrived very late. The site of the Saturday training was 

not either easy to find and the highly graded Japanese guests did not show up at all. 

The trip to the competitions on the 14th of April was also badly organized. We rose early and boarded 

the bus which then spent an hour circling round in the city for collection of people who apparently 

had not woken up yet. We stopped several times at the same hotel. At last, we got on our way and 

arrived at the arena in Bleat 3 minutes before the announced start of the competitions. 

The competitions were held in a newly built arena with a cold stone floor and with movable 

“spectator stands”. The arrangements were to our opinion very bad. The confusion was sometimes 

complete. Not even the weighing of shinais, considered elementary in a kendo competition, was 

performed. 

Kendo people is however a type of human that does not easily complain and the joy of meeting and 

fighting against each other was apparent. Especially in the morning, when all fights except the final 

were held, it seemed like the fighting spirit was high especially among the Swedes which were 

delighted and surprised with their achievements. 

Sex teams from different countries was present and in the individual championship 24 kendoka from 

8 European countries participated. The participation was limited to a maximum of 8 per country. 

In the team competition we drew England first. After five hard exciting matches a draw was reached. 

One from each team was selected, Anders Markie from us3, according to the competition rules to 

decide the fight. A draw! Extension. Now England managed to get the first point and was a winner 

with only 1 point after 7 fights4. It was a sensation performed by Sweden by having a draw against 

English team when none of the Englishmen was graded below 2nd dan. Belgium beat France. Italy and 

Switzerland were eliminated in the first-round qualifications. 

Unfortunately, everybody could not meet everybody else, which there were ample time for. We 

thought that we had received a split bronze, but at the finals it was announced there would be a 

bronze fight between Sweden – France held. We now lost with 2 points and ended up in 4th place. 

 
1 EC = European Championships throughout the document (EM = Europamästerskap in Swedish). 
2 PR = Public Relation 
3 John Howell was his opponent. 
4 Apparently counting the extension as a separate fight. 



England beat Belgium convincingly. Sweden lost barely against the French team where there as in the 

English team was no one under 2 dan. Three had 3rd dan and 2nd dan. 

RESULT 

1. England 

2. Belgium 

3. France 

4. Sweden 

5. Italy 

The individual fights went gratifyingly well for the Swedes. Even they who fell in their first match, did 

it with honor. Torsten Ryman won his first match on walkover and won his next match but then lost 

against the gold recipient. Roland Laurent won two matches, one against an old 3rd dan English 

national team fighter. Anders Markie won two matches and was thereby in the semifinal and became 

bronze winner. Even Roland Eriksson and Lars Kumlin did good matches and excelled especially in the 

team matches. 

RESULT 

1. D. Todd, England 

2. J C Tuvi, France5 

3. Anders Markie, Sweden 

J P Niay, France 

Leif Hurtig received one of the fighting spirit prizes. 

The new high standard of the Swedes was a general discussion subject and must to a high degree be 

credited to the national coach Kurihara. Furthermore, the swedes were cheered and supported in 

the best judo manner by among others Robert von Sandor which caused some surprise but, on some 

occasions, proved to create results. Some of the highly ranked Japanese referred to our team unity as 

a positive thing. 

 

Text and photo: Ulf Laurent 

 

 

 

 

 

 
5 Misspellledin the original, should be Tuvi. 


